
Solex 40PA - factory fitment Series II and IIA, 1958-67 

These are not especially common these days - many were replaced with Zeniths or 
Webers when they developed problems - but they still turn up.  A Solex in good 
condition works very well, with a nice progressive throttle action.  They seem quite 
prone to blocked jets which will cause poor idling, slow pickup or lack of power 
depending on which jet is affected.  The jets are accessible without dismantling the 
carb, and can be sprayed with carb cleaner and then blown through with an airline 
to clean them.  Do not start poking bits of wire into the jets or you will ruin them.  
Float needles wear, leading to fuel flooding into the intake - parts were unavailable 
for a while but the supply seems better now.  A worn out Solex can usually be 
refurbished, there are several specialists who will undertake this work.  New 
Solexes are no longer available. 

Zenith 36IV - factory fitment Series IIA and III, 1967-84 

 

Easy to identify with its large sloping float chamber.  The 36IV is a simple, almost 
primitive device, but well suited to the 2286cc petrol engine.  It suffers from throttle 
spindle wear, which allows excess air to be drawn in at small throttle openings, 
giving hesitant performance at low speed.  There is an 'O' ring between the upper 
and lower body which can perish or split leading to fuel flooding into the intake.  
Blocked jets are not unknown - the one that seems to suffer most is the accelerator 
pump jet, leading to hesitation and flat spots when the throttle is opened from idle.  



Replacement Zeniths are widely available - the originals are still being made, and 
there are several reproductions also available.  Beware as some of these are of 
very poor quality.  The ones I sell through my Ebay shop, made by a company 
called PA, are individually bench tested by the manufacturer, are made of good 
quality materials and finished to a high standard.  I use them myself, because they 
are very good. 

A new Zenith can be fitted as a direct replacement for a Weber 34ICH (see 
below).  It can also replace a Solex 40PA, but for this application you will need an 
adaptor plate and throttle linkage from a Zenith or Weber-equipped vehicle. 

Weber 34ICH - aftermarket fitment 1980s - date 

 

This carburettor became very popular in the 1980s when the supply of Solex parts 
dried up, and when the only source for Zeniths was the Land Rover dealer 
network.  They were sold as a cheap replacement which also improved fuel 
economy.  This is true up to a point, and the 34ICH is still available today at around 
£80, but it is not as popular as it once was.  Reasons?  Firstly, the fuel economy 
improvement is achieved through two things - firstly the carb is a bit small for the 
application, with restricted gas flow, and secondly it is jetted to run fairly lean.  
Taken together these two factors certainly improve economy, but really hurt 
performance.  The Weber is also very prone to jet blockages (worse than the 
Solex) and, more seriously, internal fuel passage blockages that can be almost 



impossible to clear.  It can also suffer badly from carb icing - it really needs a 
heated air intake which the Land Rover does not have.  If your vehicle starts easily 
on cold mornings, but splutters to a halt after a couple of minutes, then restarts and 
runs as sweetly as before, carb icing is probably the cause.  Oddly, not all Weber-
equipped Land Rovers suffer from this problem - it varies from vehicle to vehicle, 
for no apparent reason. 

Weber 32/34 DMTL - factory fitment on 90 and 110, 1983 onwards 

 

This is a twin choke carburettor, fitted to all four cylinder petrol 90 and 110 models.  
There are two slightly different versions, one for the earlier 2286cc engine and 
another for the 2495cc lump.  They look identical, the only difference is in the 
jetting.  The 2495 carb will work fine with the earlier engine, and gives noticeably 
better low speed throttle response, but not the other way round.  This carb is a 
good reliable piece of kit with few vices - mainly blocked jets (easily accessible 
after removing the plastic air intake over the carburettor).  There is an idle shut off 
solenoid mounted on the side of the carb - if this fails the engine will not idle at all. 
This carb uses a different inlet and exhaust manifold to the Series carbs, and 
although the manifold will bolt to any of the 4 cylinder Series engines, you will need 
to make up your own front exhaust pipe as the Series pipe will not fit.  The carb 
also has a cable operated throttle, whereas all the Series vehicles are rod-
operated. 


